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IMPORTANT 

According to the current governmental legislation, after entering Hungary you need to stay in quarantine for 10 days 

that can be shortened by 2 negative PCR-tests taken in Hungary. For exceptional cases, check https://uni-

mate.hu/en/prospective-students/pcr-testing-and-quarantine  

Please, keep it in mind that you are only allowed to enter our campuses if you have 2 negative molecular biological 

(sars-cov-2) PCR-test results taken in Hungary within maximum of 5 days, minimum 48 hours apart. 

Hungarian University of Agriculture and Life Sciences can help you ease the procedure: 

Upon landing at Budapest Liszt Ferenc Airport, you immediately need to go to your booked quarantine hotel, 

preferably but not obligatorily Hotel Ferihegy. “Hotel Ferihegy airport transfer” is available and can be booked. The 

hotel is only 2.2 km-s from Liszt Ferenc Airport. 

STEP 1: 

Contact Hotel Ferihegy at sales@hotelferihegy.hu or + 36 30 229 1979 (Viber, Whatsapp too). 

You cannot leave the hotel while quarantining. The Police regularly checks those who are in quarantine. The non-

educational international coordinator arranges PCR-testing appointments for students in Szent Rókus Clinical Block. 

The Hotel Management organises a transfer to and from the testing site free of charge. For Stipendium Hungaricum 

students, 2 tests are free of charge at the beginning of the academic year, FAO scholars can have 2 free tests/semester; 

for SCYP scholars, only 1 test/academic year is covered by scholarship fund; however, for Erasmus, MISP and self-

financed students it costs 19.500HUF/test. 

Testing in Szent Rókus Hospital requires pre-registration and your GDPR-consent. To arrange it, please visit our 

website and act accordingly: https://uni-mate.hu/en/prospective-students/pcr-testing-and-quarantine 

Please, note that you will have to pay for your stay at the hotel until you receive your negative test results and fulfil 

your quarantine obligations towards the police. Wait for the automatic response email of the police after sending 

your results via the electronic form. 

Regardless of the type of rooms, the price for one night is 6,000 HUF with a student discount / student. The hotel 

offers half board as an extra service. Sharing your room is possible. Booking a room is your responsibility. Contact the 

hotel directly and refer to MATE University. Do NOT arrange your booking through an intermediary agency.  

Those who decide to stay in quarantine for 10 days instead of having the tests, should ask for a certificate about their 

stay at the hotel when checking out. 

STEP 2: 

When you have the negative test results, inform your dorm about your arrival and also our uni driver. 

Our uni driver's name: Károly Hódi, Tel: +36 20 3831 832. (apps.: whatsapp, viber,facebook messenger ) e-mail: 

csoma1971@gmail.com  

He will drive you from Hotel Ferihegy to your dorm in Gödöllő on MATE cost. Those who travel to Buda Campus - 

Somogyi Imre Dormitory, Kaposvár, Gyöngyös or Keszthely cannot benefit from this opportunity due to the long 

distance. Contact your IR Coordinator in these campuses beforehand to get information on travel details. 

 

In case you have a positive test, we will support you online through email. Be careful to follow the Hungarian official 

protocol (quarantine, more testing) in a cooperative way. 

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. Your safety and health are first. 
Have a safe trip to Hungary! 
Hungarian University of Agriculture and Life Sciences – MATE 

International Relations Centre 
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